
Niche radio station must be innovative to stay alive 
 

Starting an online radio station during the economic collapse was a risk that Stamatios 

Tsilimos was willing to take in order to share his Greek heritage in Astoria, Queens. But 

in this recession, it hasn’t been easy. To stay afloat and in an effort to reach a wider 

audience, Nexus Productions Radio is being innovative by making its radio programming 

a visual experience—broadcasting on television.  

 

Nexus Productions is now the first Greek radio station to be televised world wide via 

Ellas TV, an Internet Protocol television system that offers all-Greek programming. 

Embarking on this new business venture after two years of being an online-only listening 

experience now allows Nexus Productions to reach an international market visually. 

Tsilimos has tracked his viewers and listeners from Australia to Argentina and of course, 

from Greece.  

 

Radio broadcasting on television is a novel idea for most in the media business. Tsilimos 

said many of his listeners and advertisers were surprised it was a possibility.  

 

“Most of them responded with ‘What? Radio on television?’ Most of them had never 

heard of it,” Tsilimos said.   

 

Tsilimos said he believes this innovative idea has paid off. When he started, Nexus 

Productions was only getting about 20 listeners per day. Now, it gets about 1,000 

listeners and viewers per day.  



 

According to the latest statistics from Arbitron and Edison Research, the weekly online 

radio audience has “doubled every five years since 2001.” For Tsilimos, he reached his 

five-year goal after just 2 1/2 years.  

 

Having been granted the exclusive distribution rights to Ellas TV, Nexus Productions is 

able to get these viewers and garner income through approximately 4,800 subscriptions. 

Nexus Productions is also able to include in their advertising packages a visual ad to 

appear during their television programming rather than just a radio ad. However, even 

with this distinction, Tsilimos finds advertising dollars are not coming in as much as he’d 

like.  

 

“[The economy] makes it hard for us,” Tsilimos said. “Businesses have lower budgets. 

Advertising is a luxury. Even though it’s needed, the first thing they’ll cut is advertising.” 

 

“Now we’re not talking about million dollar companies, we’re talking about local 

businesses that want to expose themselves,” Tsilimos said. “The economy has affected us 

a lot. That’s why we try to find different ways of income to pay our bills.” 

 

Maria Kontakis, Nexus Productions Radio’s head of public relations and advertising, said 

the station is slashing advertising costs in order to survive. 

 



“We are cutting our prices to help everyone,” Kontakis said. “You have to lower your 

standards at one point and help each other until we get out of this crunch that we are in.”  

 

Kontakis said there are other ways Nexus Productions is making money. When popular 

Greek musicians come into the tri-state area while on tour, Nexus Productions serves as 

the exclusive ticket outlet. It promotes the concerts on-air and it also designs flyers to 

advertise around the city. In addition, Nexus Productions holds an annual dance with a 

featured Greek artist with about 400 listeners in attendance.  

 

Tsilimos takes great pride in what he has been able to do with his small niche radio 

station. Having worked steadily for 25 years in terrestrial radio in both Greece and in the 

United States, he knew he was taking a gamble with starting a business on his own at the 

brink of the recession. “I was very afraid, but I also loved what I was doing so I took my 

risks,” he said.  

 

Tsilimos was born and raised in Greece but moved to the United States to study political 

science. When he decided to get involved with radio, he had no formal training.  

 

“I knew nothing about radio or being on the air,” Tsilimos said. “I went to the biggest and 

best school ever—doing it yourself and finding out the hard way. There is no better 

university than that.”  

 



Tsilimos worked for eight years at a traditional Greek radio station as a disc jockey 

before deciding to launch Nexus Productions with the mission of preserving Greek 

language and heritage. In his small station, the walls are painted blue, matching the Greek 

flag, and shelves are lined with art from his homeland. The live-feed can be heard 

through the speakers, and the animated DJ Bobby Filippidis is seen dancing along to the 

music on the monitor broadcasting Ellas TV. 

 

As much as Tsilimos enjoys being an online-only radio station, when the money is there, 

he would like to broadcast on the FM band with hopes of reaching the older audience that 

doesn’t use Internet.  

 

 
 


